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About This Game

Your best friend Pineapple was stolen by Big Square and taken to the top of a big deathtrap-filled tower. Climb the Big Tower,
Tiny Square...and rescue Pineapple in this precision platformer

Inspired by single-screen arcade games, Big Tower Tiny Square is one giant level broken up into large single-screen sections.
Each obstacle has been meticulously placed. Each section devilishly designed. It will take patience and skill to navigate the maze-

like tower. Precision is key to success!

This enhanced version of the popular web game includes:

Steam Leaderboards - Think you're the fastest Tiny Square? Prove it!

Checkpoints Galore - Trying to kill a few minutes? Every step of progress is saved.

Steam Achievements - over 60 achievements available!

Controller Support

Slightly Redesigned visuals

Some Necessary Level Changes
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Some Unnecessary Level Changes

A single great background music track

For a first play-through expect 1.5 -2 hours worth of love, pain, hate, and gain.

No more lists
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Publisher:
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I LIKE THE CONSTURCTION GAMES BUT THIS ONE IS GOOD TO PLAY I JUST DO NOT CARE FOR THE
CONTORLS. CONTROLS SUCK BAD KEYBOARD AND MOUSE ONLY NO CONTROLLER SUPPORT I HAD TO
DOWNLOAD XPADDER TO USE XBOX 360 CONTROLLER TO WORK. GRAHPIC ARE PRETTY GOOD BUT
SOUND AFFECTS ARE NOT ALL THAT GREAT THE GAMES TIMIG IS TO FAST AT TIMES AND SKIPS FROM
TIME TO TIME I MEANS IS THAT IT LANGS. IF YOUR INTO GAMEPADS FOR THIS GAME THEN IT'S NOT FOR
YOU.I THINK THEY NEED A GOOD PATCH TO FIX THESE ISSUE SOON CAUSE RIGHT NOW I THINK THE GAME
IS WORTH $10 NO MORE. This game is a typical representative of the genre of visual novel, as here worked out everything:
characters, backgrounds, soundtracks. Sometimes the plot forces you to take very difficult decisions, which then depends on
many things.

If you love brave guys who hunt for treasure, then go ahead and purchase this game, it will not let you regret your choice.. This
game kills it, its so awesome.. nice game, children will like it, but playing it is boring for a long time, the price is adequate.
Overlooked by many, but if you enjoyed the original 1982 Tron film (especially the tank combat scenes) you really owe it to
yorself to pick this game up. You won't regret it. End of line.. Formidable concept, acceptable to average execution. Still, i
recommend it cause it's not too expensive and fun enough.. Great game, much better than WoS 3.
Just buy it now!!. kill zombie hordes - easy, lightweight, fun, simple and addictive game -
first you have only two comparatively weak weapons; you need to count bullets, but then, as you upgrade, you kill hundreds of
zombies with ease :)
i've already played and reviewed first part of a game, so i think i can compare both - game definitely has become better, more
playable, more fun, more interesting levels; i've met some glitches, when i stuck on a stepway in city mission, but it was not
something critical. after you kill a zombie and walk over the corpse, game counts a headshot - perhaps this is a glitch as well, but
this one is funny, as corpses disappear, so this so-called "glitch" should better stay in a game.
yes, you should not expect to buy another Doom for this money, but game's pretty playable and fun.
i honestly recommend it for anyone for a casual shoot-em-all :)
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This is not my favorite loco in TS. Its old but could have more. It comes with 1 hopper in BNSF livery. No CN or NS cars. 3
scenarios only using the BNSF loco. Overall its 4\/10.. Veramente molto divertente, simpatici i personaggi, belle le animazioni e
il design. Rapido ed intuitivo.. Never have I had so much fun watching the world burn. What's that Japan, you're not satisfied
with a 0.9 GDI? Then I guess you can go die in a flood you ungrateful ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥s!. Interesting and original game
with almost uncecessarily-complicated mechanics and themes.. This is a great little game, progression can be tricky... but you
will always progress, even if you only kill one guys each time.
I bought this game a while ago , and one big plus is that the Devs are still super active.
Good buy. I'm thoroughly enjoying this game. It's a great alternative to Cluedo, but slightly more challenging and in-depth, in
my opinion. It may take a few games to get to grips with the mechanics, cards and options available, but it won't be long before
you find yourself either being targeted\/preyed upon or interrogating\/attacking other players. It's a dog-eat-dog type of survival
game, where everyone's out for themselves including the monster. The theme and daunting background music enhance the
game, making you feel slightly uneasy (like prey), not knowing for sure who, what or where the monster is, unless they reveal
themselves. Also, playing as the monster is an additional challenge, which requires an alternative strategic approach. You'll soon
find you can't just go around munching on fellow opponents in broad daylight, but have to maintain a far more stealthy
disposition. I felt the game was fairly balanced well, particularly if playing the monster against AI opponents (for mediocre
players). However, I haven't had the chance to properly play any friends online yet, so can't say if this will be the case against
live players, who I think will be a little more savvy. In any case, I believe this could only enhance the game further, making self-
preservation more challenging. I've seen other comments related to lack of online activity (no one to play with) and about
playing for free. For me personally, it's no big deal, never felt the real need to be able to play strangers online. I took a gamble,
bought the game and tested inviting a friend to play (for free), which worked fine, no issues. I was sceptical at first after reading
some comments, but am extremely pleased to say how glad I am that I made this purchase. I can't recommend 'Hunt...' highly
enough, for those who love Cluedo, Mystery of the Abbey (tabletop games), but then maybe I'm just extremely optimistic and
easily pleased.. It's pretty basic in terms of what you actually do, just fly through the cold darkness of space back and forth
carrying goods, or maybe get in a fight with the weird car-like wheeling-around-based movement controls. Doesn't seem to add
much new to the flying around between space stations genre.. Honestly i don't even know where to begin, this game is truly a
gem compared to the RPG's and the indie games that steam is plagued with nowadays, It has a story that sucks you right in and
makes you feel a variety of emotions. The artwork is absolutely stunning and i believe the audio is very accurate. the physics
engine is absolutely perfect and true to life. The DLC was absolutely amazing and added to what i thought was an already
perfect story.i can spend hours playing this visual masterpiece of a game that is truly a work of art. The game is also very
helpful at training E-sports professionals (such as myself) with their aim. Overall this game is a suitable replacement for a real
girlfriend and the gaping hole in my heart.

Overall nice tiddies 10\/10. Very good game. Short but with all achievements and upgrade it will take several hours of play. The
game is very good. I recomanded it. But I want more from this game.
Maybe carrots to grow it in two years or every day bonus or every day "mini" growing apple etc.
I have 200 seeds and all plants, all upgrades.
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